This article intends to tell us how students can benefit from discourse-based language teaching through two carefully designed tasks. Due to the two listening and writing activities which are based on discourse approaches, students' listening, speaking, reading and writing competence will be strengthened simultaneously. Therefore, discourse-based language teaching integrated with other teaching approaches will be an effective measure to enhance foreign language teaching efficiency.
material. The levels of listeners are beginners, elementary, intermediate, upper intermediate. My students are at intermediate level, hence, the following activities are designed for them. In addition, listening is mainly focused in this task, while as Hinkel [4] notes that in achieving meaningful communication, at least two skills should be applied at the same time. Therefore, speaking is also involved in this task to prop up listening.
Activity I: Pre-listening
The story is to be introduced entitled "Sand and Stone" by giving students motivation activity. The word FRIENDSHIP will be written on the board. Encouraging students to think of as many words as they know that relate to this key word. Putting down these words outside the circle and using the method of Semantic Webbing.
Activity II: Listening
First Listening: Listen to a short story entitled "Sand and Stone". On the first listening, students are not supposed to write anything. The first listening is often used to give students an idea of what the listening material sounds like so that the subsequent listening is easier for students.
Second Listening: The story will be listened for the second time and students are asked to jot down some important details from the story "Sand and Stone".
Activity III: Post-listening
This activity mainly consists of: A. To infer implied meaning of "sand" and "stone" by asking some questions. B. Comprehensive questions should be provided to determine how well the students understand the story. 1. What is the story about? 2. Who are the main characters in the story? 3. Where did the story happen? 4. Why did the friend slap his friend? 5. What did the other one do? 6. According to the story, what is the difference of writing on the sand and writing on a stone? C. According to what the students have heard, they are asked to make the sequence of an event by numbering the following statements from 1 to 5. ____ The one who slapped and saved his best friend, asked him, "Why, after I hurt you, you wrote in the sand, and now you write on a stone?" ____ Two friends had an argument and one friend slapped the other one in the face. ____ A story tells that two friends were walking through the desert. ____ They kept on walking, until they found an oasis, where they decided to take a bath. The one who got slapped and hurt started drowning, and the other friend saved him. ____ The other one, smiling, replied: "When a friend hurts us, we should write it down in the sand, where the winds of forgiveness get in charge of erasing it away and when something great happens, we should engrave it in a stone of the memory of the heart, where no wind can erase it". D. The students are asked to discuss the question "What can you learn form the story?" in groups. Make sure that everyone will share them after the group discussion; two or three representatives will be asked to report what they have learned.
The listening activities are divided into three to show specifications in the given task. Pre-listening is for introducing the lesson by giving them a motivating activity. Semantic webbing is being used to show the main theme of the story. Answers are drawn from students themselves and the teacher should connect those to the lesson material. The motivation is needed to arouse the interest of the learners and to execute the real lesson well. Then the listening material should be presented. What's more, the material presented by teacher should be precise. If the teacher will read the listening text, it should be in a normal tone. While the aim of post-listening is to check whether students have picked up the listening text or not, the art of questioning is vital. Strategies are given to attain the objective of the lesson: firstly, making inferences; secondly, comprehending questions by using the WH questions; then re-arranging the events according to what they have heard; finally, the reinforcement activity, which is the group discussion.
In listening process, top-down and bottom-up are usually involved. According to Celce Murcia and Olstain [2] , "Top-down listening processes involve activation of schematic knowledge and contextual knowledge." And Carrell [2] also notes that the schemata include background information on the topic. The aim of the first activity is just to help students awake their knowledge and information on this topic. Then the first listening in the next activity is to listen for the gist of the story. It is obviously to be seen that teacher attempts to apply top-down approach to the listening teaching. After that, during the third activity, inferring the implied meaning of the key words "sand" and "stone" reflects bottom-up approach. According to Celce Murcia and Olstain [2] , "The bottom-up level of the listening process involves prior knowledge of the language system (i.e., phonology, grammar, vocabulary)". Teacher intentionally puts bottom-up approach into use in the listening practice. But it is combined with top-down approach rather than being applied automatically. As Celce Murcia [2] claims, "Both top-down and bottom-up listening skills should be integrated and explicitly treated pedagogically to improve L2 listening comprehension. The discourse level is in fact where top-down and bottom-up listening intersect and where complex and simultaneous processing of background information, contextual information, and linguistic information permit comprehension and interpretation to take place." Therefore, top-down and bottom-up listening skills are integrated in this task to achieve the optimal results.
TASK 2: Discourse-based Approach to the Writing Teaching
"In most writing courses today, students are asked to revise and resubmit assignments after an opportunity to receive some kind of feedback from peers and/ or the instructor. Students are encouraged to understand that the process of writing involves hard work and that improvement is often a result of a major investment of time." [2] . Sometimes, forcing the learners to write is as hard as waking up in a Monday morning. Writing is said to be a daunting task but once ideas pop out it could be overflowing. It is just a matter of how a learner could be motivated to write their thoughts and how words could be a powerful tool to express one's thought.
The two skills may have similarities but as listening is presented on the first day of the class and to be followed by reinforcement on the second day; writing is the best task to integrate. The main theme from the listening text can be presented to start up a writing activity. But it should still have motivation on how to jump start a main writing lesson which will be a friendly letter. The procedure will be shown the same with listening task wherein there would be Pre-writing, Writing and Post-writing.
Activity I: Pre-writing
A quick review will be presented by the teacher and "Sand and Stone" will be written to draw out the topic Friendship in the class. Then ask the motivating question: If you are going to compare your friend to an object, what object would that be? Why? Possible answer: Pillow because she is very comforting.
Activity II: Writing
The teacher will present a sample friendly letter and read it so that everyone will follow reading silently.
Dear Susan,
It feels like such a long time since the last time I saw you. I know it's only been several weeks since I saw you. So far my summer has been great! I spend my all my weekends at the beach. I am getting a nice tan and you can no longer say I am paler than you. I have been playing lots of volleyball, surfing and building a nice collection of sea shells. Just this past weekend I took second place in a sandcastle building contest! On the weekdays I work. I drive an ice cream truck around and sell ice cream to the kids. It is so cool. It is a combination of the two things I love most, ice cream and kids. The pay isn't too great but I love the job so much.
I hope the summer's been going well for you too. There's only a month and a half left in summer vacation and after that we will go back to school. Would you like to meet up some time before school starts? P.S. John Austin says hi.
Country Lane
North Baysville, CA 53286 July 16, 2007
Your friend, Signature
After reading the letter, teacher will probe if the learners understand what the letter is all about by asking some questions. Then present the parts of a letter and teach the ways to write a friendly letter.
Activity III: Post-writing
Present a blank letter and reshuffled paragraphs from the letter. Let the learners re-arrange the letter accordingly.
A. As they are given worksheets, they are to fill in the blanks of the missing words.
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Make sure to use key points in writing a friendly letter.
In pre-writing activity, the learners should be able to describe their friends by using an inanimate object. Students would be given a minute or two to construct their own sentences to answer. It's also a good activity to arouse their interest in writing the main topic for the lesson. The writing part could be crucial because of the technicalities in making a letter. The sample should be well explained and the parts should be identified properly. The coherency of the task should also be drawn in writing process. The art of questioning is also a must to double check the comprehension of the learners. Furthermore, the sample letter presented in this activity is authentic material. The strength of using the authentic material is noted by Monti [6] , "As they learn 'how to learn' by using the materials with functional contexts, they will see that their learning is immediately relevant and transferable. A natural extension of this is that rapport is built, a social network can be created, and ideally, retention rates will increase." In addition, the post-writing is the reinforcement of the lesson that should be acquired by the learners.
Conclusion
From the tasks some discourse-based approaches have been applied to stimulate students into developing their language ability, and engage them with practical activities from the beginning. During the process of engaging in all of these activities, students will promote their listening, speaking and writing skills and be thoroughly versed in dealing with them in depth. Based on it, students can have a slightly "mature" language competence, so that they can learn a lot through a discourse-based approach effectively [1, 2] . In brief, discourse-based approach is available and helpful for both teachers and students.
Appendix

Sand and Stone
A story tells that two friends were walking through the desert. In a specific point of the journey, they had an argument, and one friend slapped the other one in the face. The one, who got slapped, was hurt, but without anything to say, he wrote in the sand: "TODAY, MY BEST FRIEND SLAPPED ME IN THE FACE."
They kept on walking, until they found an oasis, where they decided to take a bath. The one who got slapped and hurt started drowning, and the other friend saved him. When he recovered from the fright, he wrote on a stone: "TODAY MY BEST FRIEND SAVED MY LIFE."
The friend who saved and slapped his best friend, asked him, "Why, after I hurt you, you wrote in the sand, and now you write on a stone?" The other one, smiling, replied: "When a friend hurts us, we should write it down in the sand, where the winds of forgiveness get in charge of erasing it away and when something great happens, we should engrave it in a stone of the memory of the heart, where no wind can erase it".
